
   

  

 [Silver] Los Angeles +Las Vegas +Lower Antelope 

Canyon +Horseshoe Bend +Yellowstone National Park 

+Grand Teton National Park 5-day Tour  

    

Product information 

Tour No. YZ5   

Departure city Los Angeles -LA   

Destination Salt Lake City Way location 

Las Vegas、Lower Antelope 

Canyon、Horseshoe 

Bend、Yellowstone 

National Park、Grand 

Teton National Park 

Travel days 5 Day 4 Night Transportation Vehicle  

    

Product price 

Single occupancy：$1248 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 1273 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:1; 

Basic price:1 x 1248 = 1248 

【5天】燃油附加費:1 x 25 = 25 

Double occupancy：$908 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 1866 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:2; 

Basic price:2 x 908 = 1816 

【5天】燃油附加費:2 x 25 = 50 

Triple occupancy：$798 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 2469 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:3; 

Basic price:3 x 798 = 2394 

【5天】燃油附加費:3 x 25 = 75 

Quadruple occupancy：$728 / Person 

Including balance: Total amount for all people 3012 

Number of rooms:1;The number of tourist:4; 

Basic price:4 x 728 = 2912 

【5天】燃油附加費:4 x 25 = 100 

    

Departure date 

 04/26/2023-10/06/2023: Wednesday and Friday  

05/22/2023-08/14/2023: Monday, Wednesday and Friday  

    

Join / leave point 



Boarding location 

07:00Departure，Pico House Los Angeles；Address：424 N Main St, Los Angeles, CA 90012； 

07:30Departure，Lincoln Plaza Hotel parking lot；Address：123 S Lincoln Ave, Monterey Park，CA 91755； 

08:00Departure，Hartford Hotel, BW Signature Collection Rosemead；Address：8832 Glendon Way, Rosemead, CA 

91770； 

07:45Departure，Sheraton San Gabriel；Address：303 E Valley Blvd, San Gabriel, CA 91776； 

Pick-up and drop-off services at this location are only available for guests who have reservations in the hotel. Please 

provide the hotel confirmation number. 

08:30Departure，99 Ranch Market Rowland Heights；Address：1015 Nogales St, Rowland Heights, CA 91748； 

07:30Departure，Starbucks - The Square Irvine；Address：17913 MacArthur Blvd, Irvine, CA 92614； 

Transfer with surcharge: $60 single trip (under 3 people), additional $20 per person. 

07:45Departure，Motel 6 Fountain Valley - Parking Lot；Address：9125 Recreation Cir, Fountain Valley, CA 92708； 

Trnsfer with surcharge: $50 single trip (under 3 people), additional $20 per person. 

08:00Departure，Howard Johnson Fullerton - Parking Lot；Address：222 W. Houston Ave. Fullerton, CA 92832； 

Transfer with surcharge: $30 single trip (under 3 people), additional $20 per person. 

09:00Departure，99 Ranch Rancho Cucamonga；Address：9775 Base Line Rd, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730； 

Las Vegas Harry Reid International Airport (LAS)；Address：5757 Wayne Newton Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89119； 

Free pick-up time: 13:30. 

Pick-up area: Starbucks next to Baggage Claim, Terminal 1, 8, or Gate 51, Terminal 3. 

15:30Departure，Excalibur Hotel & Casino - Bus Pick up Area；Address：3850 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 

89109； 

    

Drop-off location 

Salt Lake City International Airport (SLC)； 

The tour guide will arrange for you to take light rail or Uber or hotel shuttle to the airport, and it is recommended to 

book a flight departing after 20:00. 

    

Tour introduction 

Day 1 Los Angeles - Vehicle - Las Vegas - Vehicle - St. George 

All day   

Depart from Los Angeles this morning and begin our pleasant journey to Antelope Canyon! We will pass through the 

Mojave Desert and enjoy the barren landscape decorated by Joshua trees! We will arrive in Las Vegas around noon. 

After Las Vegas, we will continue our journey to St. George Utah, and stay there overnight. 

  

Itinerary: 



Los Angeles → Las Vegas → St. George 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Quality Inn Zion or similar hotel for Wednesday departure Or Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center St. George or 

similar hotel for Monday and Friday departure 

    

    

Day 2 Lower Antelope Canyon - Vehicle - Horseshoe Bend - Vehicle - Salt Lake City 

All day   

Today we will drive to Lower Antelope Canyon and pass by Glen Canyon, which holds back Lake Powell. Lake Powell is 

the nation's second-largest artificial lake surrounded by 96 side canyons. The view is absolutely stunning! Next, we will 

take a look at Lower Antelope Canyon (Own Expense) which is one of the Top Ten Sites in the World for photography. 

Finally, we will visit Horseshoe Bend and drive to Salt Lake City to stay overnight.  

  

Itinerary: 

St. George → Glen Canyon (pass by) → Lower Antelope Canyon (optional, 90 mins) → Horseshoe Bend (60 mins) → 

Salt Lake City 

 

    

Morning   

Lower Antelope Canyon 

Lower Antelope Canyon is a slot canyon in the American Southwest, on Navajo land east of Page, Arizona. Upon arrival 

at the Lower Antelope Canyon, you will come off the truck and step into the desert and enter an amazing fantasy world. 

The tour guides will explain some geology, culture, history and insights. Walking through the sandstone walls of the 

Lower Antelope Canyon you will discover the magical world and immerse yourself in the tour. 

 

Horseshoe Bend 

Horseshoe Bend has been featured as a landmark for Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, Grand Canyon National 

Park, the Cities of Page AZ, Kanab UT, St George UT, and the Navajo Nation. Boundary lines are very close in some 

places. About nine miles downstream is where Grand Canyon National Park begins. A social media darling, Horseshoe 

Bend has become one of the most recognized and visited places in Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：SpringHill Suites by Marriott Salt Lake City Airport Or similar 

    



    

Day 3 Yellowstone National Park 

All day   

Today we will depart from Salt Lake City and head east into Yellowstone National Park! First of its kind, Yellowstone is 

home to world’s largest super volcano and over 10,000 geothermal features. Here, you can find everything you expect 

to see in a National Park! Snow covered mountains, waterfalls, lakes, rivers, canyons, meadows, herds of buffalos, elks 

and the most amazing geothermal features in the world! Geysers, hot springs, fumaroles, and mud pots are the true 

wonders that make Yellowstone truly unique. We will spend the night in East Yellowstone or West Yellowstone. 

  

Itinerary: 

Salt Lake City → Yellowstone National Park (3 hours, Head to visit Palette, Grand Prismatic Hot Spring, Old Faithful 

Geyser, Fountain Trail, Morning Glory and other attractions. The tour guide will be adjusted according to the actual 

situation of the day, please refer to the actual arrangement.) 

 

    

Afternoon   

Yellowstone National Park 

Yellowstone National Park, the first national park in the United States, it is a true gem that you will not want to miss out 

on! Yellowstone offers spectacular scenic views year-round and a chance to watch animals that migrate in and out of 

the park! No matter where you are in the park you will get to see these some spectacular animals! Here you will find 

bears, wolves, moose, elk, bison and more! 

 

The Grand Prismatic Hot Spring 

The Grand Prismatic Spring, with approximately 370 feet (110 m) in diameter and is 160 feet (50 m) deep, which 

discharges an estimated 560 US gallons (2,100 L) of 160 °F (70 °C) water per minute. It is the largest hot spring in the 

United States, and the third largest in the world. The vivid colors in the spring are the result of microbial mats around 

the edges of the mineral-rich water. The mats produce colors ranging from green to red; the amount of color in the 

microbial mats depends on the ratio of chlorophyll to carotenoids and on the temperature gradient in the runoff. In the 

summer, the mats tend to be orange and red, whereas in the winter the mats are usually dark green. The center of the 

pool is sterile due to extreme heat. 

 

Fountain Paint Pot 

The Fountain Paint Pot is named for the reds, yellows and browns of the mud in this area. The differing colors are 

derived from oxidation states of the iron in the mud. As with all hot springs, the heat in the caldera forces pressurized 

water up through the ground, which is expelled here. Also, rising gasses cause the bubbling action. The bubble action in 

the mud varies with the seasons.  

 

Old Faithful Geyser 



Old Faithful is a cone geyser in the Upper Geyser Basin of Yellowstone National Park. It is one of the park's most well-

known natural features and is famous for its predictability. It generally erupts every 91 minutes. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Yellowstone tours departing on Monday will be arranged to stay in Terra Nova or similar Or Yellowstone tours 

departing on Wednesday and Friday will be arranged to stay in White Buffalo West Yellowstone, Yellowstone Country 

Inn, Dude RoundUp, Travelers Lodge or similar 

    

    

Day 4 Yellowstone National Park (Full Day) 

All day   

Enjoy a full-day adventure in Yellowstone today! Explore the beauty of Yellowstone and take a look at Yellowstone 

Lake, Fishing Bridge, mud volcano, Upper Falls, Artist Point, Mammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone River, and the Norris 

Geyser Basin! Take a look and spot elk herds, buffaloes, or a bald eagle! Relax and spend the night at Grant Village by 

Yellowstone Lake (Free upgrade available on a first come first serve basis) or West Yellowstone. 

  

Itinerary: 

West Yellowstone → Yellowstone National Park (7 hours, Stops will be at the Norris Geyser Basin, Upper Falls, Artist's 

Point, Hayden Valley, Mud Volcano, Fishing Bridge, West Thumb Geyser and other attractions. The arrangement of 

attractions will be adjusted according to the actual situation of the day.) 

 

    

All day   

Yellowstone National Park 

Yellowstone National Park, the first national park in the United States, it is a true gem that you will not want to miss out 

on! Yellowstone offers spectacular scenic views year-round and a chance to watch animals that migrate in and out of 

the park! No matter where you are in the park you will get to see these some spectacular animals! Here you will find 

bears, wolves, moose, elk, bison and more! 

 

Yellowstone Norris Geyser Basin 

Norris Geyser Basin, named after an early Yellow-stone Superintendent, may be the hottest geyser basin in 

Yellowstone. The stark, barren landscape of Porcelain Basin is the result of an acidic environment. Due to the hostile 

condition plants, algae and bacteria have difficulty in establishing themselves. Instead the basin derives its colors from 

mineral oxides, in spectrums of pink, red, orange (iron oxides) and yellow (sulfur and iron sulfates). The largest geyser 

in the world is located here. Steamboat Geyser has long periods of dormancy, but when it does erupt it sends jets of 

water nearly 380 feet high in a spectacular display. 

 



Upper Yellowstone Falls 

Located a quarter-mile upstream of the larger Lower Falls, the Upper Yellowstone River Falls plunge 109 feet down an 

eroded lava cliff into the basin below. The area below the falls has been subject to heavier erosion than above. 

 

Artist Point  

Artist Point is one of the most spectacular scenic areas in the Canyon Area of the Park. The sheer walls drop 700 feet to 

the bottom of the canyon. Upriver the powerful Lower Falls are still in view. Downriver the canyon widens and deepens 

to a maximum of 1,540 feet. The canyon walls are predominantly yellow but colors of blue, red, orange and brown are 

also present. The colors are ever changing and especially intensified when the sunshine’s after a rain.  

 

Mud Volcano Area 

The Mud Volcano blew itself apart in the early 20th century, but visitors can still see the impressive crater and other 

geothermal features in the surrounding area, such as the Mud Cauldron, Black Dragon's Caldron, and Dragon's Mouth 

Spring. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel：Yellowstone tours departing on Monday will be arranged to stay in Terra Nova or similar Or Yellowstone tours 

departing on Wednesday will be arranged to stay in Grant Village Yellowstone (Free Upgrade, First Come First Served) 

or West Yellowstone Hotel Or Yellowstone tours departing on Friday will be arranged to stay in White Buffalo West 

Yellowstone, Yellowstone Country Inn, Dude RoundUp, Travelers Lodge or similar 

    

Night   

Kindly Reminder: 

For tours departing on Wednesday from 05/17/2023 to 10/04/2023, if you book 31 days in advance, you will have 

the opportunity to upgrade to the Yellowstone Lake Grant Village one night for free. The number is limited, on a first 

come first serve basis and while supplies last. If the Lake Grant Village is sold out, it will be arranged to stay in White 

Buffalo West Yellowstone, Yellowstone Country Inn, Dude RoundUp, Travelers Lodge or similar. 

 

    

    

Day 5 
Yellowstone National Park - Vehicle - Grand Teton National Park - Vehicle - Jackson - Vehicle 

- Salt Lake City 

All day   

Join us on this lovely day to discover and continue to explore Yellowstone National Park! Afterwards, we will travel 

along the Snake River to Grand Teton National Park. Following, we will travel to Jackson, a famous cowboy town and 

one of the world’s renowned vacation destinations. Be sure to visit the Elk Antler Arches Square located in the center of 



Jackson until we arrive in Salt Lake City to visit the Great Salt Lake. 

  

Itinerary: 

West Yellowstone → Yellowstone National Park (40 mins, Stop at West Thumb Geyser Basin）→ Grand Teton 

National Park (60 mins) → Jackson → Elk Antler Arches Park (60 mins) → Great Salt Lake (20 mins) → Salt Lake City 

 

    

Morning   

West Thumb Geyser Basin 

The West Thumb Geyser Basin is situated at the western edge of a large bay along the shores of Yellowstone Lake. This 

area is known as the West Thumb caldera which was formed by a volcanic eruption that took place 174,000 years ago. 

This bay is actually a smaller caldera within the larger Yellowstone caldera. The resulting caldera filled with water, 

creating the bay.  

 

Grand Teton National Park 

Grand Teton National Park is located in the Rocky Mountains, Northwest Wyoming. Grand Teton National Park is noted 

for its stunning mountain vistas and its shimmering alpine lakes. It is also home to a variety of abundant wildlife. 

 

Elk Antler Arches Park 

Elk Antler Arches Park has four arches and is made with thousands of elk antlers that make it so unique. It is such an 

amazing place to discover filled with unforgettable memories. 

 

 

    

Afternoon   

Great Salt Lake 

Great Salt Lake, lake in northern Utah, U.S., the largest inland body of salt water in the Western Hemisphere and one of 

the most saline inland bodies of water in the world. The lake is fed by the Bear, Weber, and Jordan rivers and has no 

outlet. The lake has fluctuated greatly in size, depending on the rates of evaporation and the flow of the rivers that feed 

it. Like the Dead Sea, the Great Salt Lake exists within an arid environment and has chemical characteristics similar to 

that of the oceans. It has a much greater salinity than the oceans, however, since natural evaporation exceeds the 

supply of water from the rivers feeding the lake. 

 

 

    

Night   

The tour guide will arrange for you to take light rail or Uber or hotel shuttle to the airport, and it is recommended to 

book a flight departing after 20:00. 

 



    

    

  

  

Cost Description 

Cost includes 

1. Transportation (The type of vehicle used will be based on the number of guests attending that day). 

  

  

2. Professional driver and guide (or driver-guide). 

  

  

3. Hotel (Nights are one day less than the total number of tour days). 

 

 

Cost excludes 

1. Food and beverage. 

  

  

2. Transportation to the departure boarding point. 

  

  

3. Service fee (minimum USD$12/person/day, any child and Infant reserving a seat have to pay the service fees as well). 

  

  

4. Personal expenses (such as food & beverage, telephone surcharge, etc.). 

  

  

5. Mandatory and optional attraction admission fee (Prices are subject to change without prior notice; Tickets should 

be purchased from the tour guide). 

  

  

6. Any expenses are not listed in Fee Included. 

 

  



Extra expense 

Item name Days Price description Description 

5-Day Yellowstone Tours Seat 

surcharge 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Per person：$70.00； 

Limited to 10 seats in 

the first three rows of 

the bus 

YZ Mandatory Fee 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Everyone：$150.00； 

Yellowstone Grand 

Teton Bryce Canyon 

Horseshoe Hend and 

fuel surcharge 

Lower Antelope Canyon 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Adult：$95.00； 

Child (4-12)：$75.00； 

Child (Under 3)：$20.00； 

Include service fee 

 

  

Know Before You Book 

Know Before You Book 

1. Customer under 18 years old MUST be accompanied by at least one adult. 

2. Please be sure to provide accurate and complete information upon booking. This includes name, gender, valid 

contact information (preferably a mobile phone), accurate flight information, tour location, etc., This helps to avoid any 

errors upon the reservation because errors affect travel. Any losses due to inaccurate or invalid information will be at 

your own cost and the company will not be held responsible.  

3. Various hotels may have different deposit policy passengers need to comply with. No specific bed type or the 

position of the tour can be guaranteed at each hotel. Usually 2-4 people can stay in each room maximally. Hotel check-

in time starts at 15:00. 

4. This tour does not accept any City Pass or your own tickets for any of the attractions. Tour attraction admission 

charges and meal expenses are subject to change at any time without notification. Any purchased ticket cannot be 

refunded for lower prices. 

5. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday have the right to make appropriate adjustments to the itinerary 

under the conditions of facilitating the operation for the tour group. This, however, will not reduce the items that 

should be included in the itinerary. 

6. During the actual trip, the tour guide or driver has the right to appropriately adjust the tour sequence, stay time or 

assembly time of scenic spots according to the weather, traffic, and other conditions to ensure the smooth progress of 

the trip. 

7. If the scenic spots are temporarily closed or closed on a particular holiday, etc., the tour guide will adjust the 

appearance according to the actual situation or replace the location with another scenic spot to ensure the richness of 



the itinerary. The opening hours and capacity limits of certain attractions and national parks will be subject to change 

from time to time due to the COVID-19 pandemic. When the operating hours and capacity restrictions have an impact 

on the itinerary, it shall be regarded as force majeure. Thank you for your understanding. 

8. Children under the age of 8 require a booster seat in order to participate in the tour group. JUPITER LEGEND 

Corporation and Ctour Holiday provide the rental service for $10.00/person/day. Please make a request when booking 

the itinerary so that we may have the booster seat ready in advance. Please understand that the violations and fines 

are borne by the guests themselves. There is no need for a booster seat for bus travel on the day of travel, and the fee 

can be refunded to the guest. 

9. Normal health conditions are required to participate and enjoy our full itineraries. Contact us for specific policies or 

information regarding passengers with disabilities who do need to provide advance notification to make a reservation. 

JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday do not guarantee a wheelchair lift-equipped bus and/or seating 

availability to disabled passengers without prior notification and approval. 

10. We may alter these terms and conditions from time to time and post the new version on our agents’ website. It is 

your responsibility to check the [Terms & Conditions] on their website regularly and prior to making a reservation. 

Unless specifically stated otherwise herein or required by law, JUPITER LEGEND Corporation shall not be liable for any 

consequential, compensatory, indirect, incidental or punitive damages arising out of or in connection with the 

performance of its obligations under these terms and conditions. 

11. For tours departing on Wednesday from 05/17/2023 to 10/04/2023, if you book 31 days in advance, you will have 

the opportunity to upgrade to the Yellowstone Lake Grant Village one night for free. The number is limited, on a first 

come first serve basis and while supplies last. If the Lake Grant Village is sold out, it will be arranged to stay in White 

Buffalo West Yellowstone, Yellowstone Country Inn, Dude RoundUp, Travelers Lodge or similar. 

12. Due to the oil price soar and the cost of vehicle greatly increased, starting April 1, 2022, please be advised that all 

bus tours will be subject to an additional fuel surcharge of $5 per person per day, which will be paid together with the 

tour fees when you place the order. 

  

Know Before You Go 

1. The maximal waiting time for any late passengers is 10 minutes beyond the meeting time announced by the Tour 

Guide. While JUPITER LEGEND Corporation makes every effort to provide on-time service, it does not guarantee to 

arrive at or depart from any point.as a specific time, which may be affected by any number of factors including 

weather, traffic, strikes, government shutdowns, war or terrorist attacks, or mechanical prob- lems. JUPITER LEGEND 

Corporation is not liable for any inconvenience or expense caused as a result of such a delay, not liable for the expense 

of connecting air or train or bus service missed as a result of a delay and not liable for any other travel expense caused 

as a result of a delay. 

2. JUPITER LEGEND Corporation and Ctour Holiday reserve the right, when operating conditions require, transferring 

passengers from one vehicle to another en route. 

3. The following documents are recommended to make your check-in process smooth: A valid photo ID is required to 

board the bus; We recommend you bring a copy of the email confirmation to board the bus. 

4. This product is a group activity. If you choose to leave the group, please inform in advance, and obtain the consent of 

the tour guide. You need to sign the departure agreement form and the unfinished part will be regarded as your own 

abandonment. The group fee will not be refunded. 

http://uvbookings.info/upload/terms/e.pdf


5. Gift items in the itinerary that cannot be given away due to force majeure factors such as traffic and weather 

conditions or personal reasons may be subject to change. Please understand that the fees will not be refunded. 

6. Smoking is prohibited aboard the bus in accordance with Federal law and prohibited in most hotel rooms. Customers 

are responsible for any penalty charged by the hotel in a non-smoking room at least $250 per night. 

7. Pets and animals are not allowed on the vehicle. 

  

  


